In early May 2014, the Swedish artist Markus Öhrn premiered the first part of his project 'Bergman in Uganda' at the Kunstenfestivaldesarts in Brussels, Belgium. The premiere involved a screening of Ingmar Bergman's signature film Persona (1966) , interpreted by a Ugandan 'veejay' who goes by the name of Veejay HD. On two adjacent screens, Öhrn presented viewers with Bergman's film and Veejay HD's face, as he translated the film into Luganda for Ugandan audiences, with Veejay HD's words, in turn, translated into English subtitles. The festival blurb describes veejays as 'a new kind of folk storyteller ... people who work in makeshift cinema halls in slums and remote villages' and who translate foreign films (mostly Hollywood blockbusters) for Ugandan audiences (Kunstenfestivaldesarts, 2014) . It explains Öhrn's motivation for initiating the 'Bergman in Uganda' project as one invested with irony, as a way of allowing 'the European spectator to see how the African viewer looks at him' and as a 'confusing reversal that induces us to reflect on our own perspective' (Kunstenfestivaldesarts, 2014) .
I happened to meet Öhrn as he embarked on this project in Uganda, in November 2010, and have been following and engaging with it intermittently since then, both as a scholar and film curator. What fascinated me about the project was the chain of diverse modes of adaptation it responded to and set in motion -piracy, live veejaying, cultural appropriation -and what political effects different conceptions of time, space, and authorship might have on the meanings of these processes. For the purposes of this chapter, I will focus on two points: first, the way that veejaying can be interpreted as what I want to call a mode of 'authorized' as opposed to 'unauthorized' piracy because of the interpretive creativity -rather than mere technological copying -that characterizes it; and second, how Öhrn's 'Bergman in Uganda' project appropriates a live, temporary mode of popular adaptation, and transports it into contexts that tend to invest 'art' with a kind of permanent status.
The politics of adaptation practice with which I am concerned here, then, relate primarily to conflicting (and sometimes incommensurable) conceptions of space, time, and authorship in a postcolonial and rapidly digitizing world. I argue that the creativity of live veejaying in Uganda is intimately connected to the contemporary political situation in this specific African country; drawing on Barber's theories of the popular arts in Africa as well as Auslander's theories of live performance, I suggest that there is tangible political value to the art of live veejaying in Uganda in that it allows ordinary people a way to engage in culture and leisure while flying below the government's authoritarian radar. I then argue that it is this political element of live veejaying that is lost in Öhrn's appropriation of the practice in his own 'artistic' attempts to 'remake' Bergman's films specifically for white European audiences. Instead, while attempting to critique the rigid ways in which 'art' tends to be defined in and through European institutions, Öhrn himself is responsible for fixing and framing the Ugandan veejays' fluid and flexible adaptation practice in ways that empty it of its most subversive purpose.
The chains of adaptation: live veejaying in Uganda
No one has yet been able to pinpoint the origins of the practice of veejaying in East Africa, but Krings argues that 'Uganda, with its three hundred plus video narrators, is certainly the East African country leading the way in this art form ' (2013, p. 309) . He says that 'the art grew strong during the late 1980s' in this country, before it took off in neighboring Tanzania, and that the term 'video jockey' or 'veejay' originated in the Ugandan context (ibid.). Informal conversations I have had with Ugandans suggest that one of the enabling factors of this phenomenon was the vacuum created in film exhibition infrastructure after IndianUgandan cinema owners fled Idi Amin's reign of terror in the 1970s, resulting in the mushrooming of makeshift cinema halls -or bibanda bya filimu , as they are known in Luganda, the main local language in Uganda (Marshfield and Van Oosterhout, 2006, p. 5) . This suggestion makes sense, for the practice of live veejaying is intimately connected to the material nature of the bibanda and to the political context in Uganda today.
